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We provide a wide range of qualifications including academic, vocational, occupational and
specific programmes for employers.
Through a network of UK and overseas offices, Edexcel’s centres receive the support they need to
help them deliver their education and training programmes to learners.
For further information, please call our GCE line on 0844 576 0025, our GCSE team on 0844 576
0027, or visit our website at www.edexcel.com. If you have any subject specific questions about
the content of this Examiners’ Report that require the help of a subject specialist, you may find
our Ask The Expert email service helpful.
Ask The Expert can be accessed online at the following link:
http://www.edexcel.com/Aboutus/contact-us/

Alternatively, you can speak directly to a subject specialist at Edexcel on our dedicated Physics
telephone line: 0844 576 0037

ResultsPlus is our unique performance improvement service for you and your students.
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•

Raise attainment - by providing in-depth analysis of where your class did well and not so
well, enabling you to identify areas to focus on/make improvements.

•

Spot performance trends at a glance by accessing one-click reports. You can even choose to
compare your cohort’s performance against other schools throughout the UK.

•

Personalise your students’ learning by reviewing how each student performed, by question
and paper you can use the detailed analysis to shape future learning.

•
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Overview
This paper is designed to assess international candidates’ familiarity with practical physics, including the
essential skills of planning experiments and analysing results. As this is a ‘practical’ examination, the
appropriate number of significant figures and correct units are expected. It was clear that many candidates
had been prepared well for these tasks by excellent teaching in centres. The questions are designed to give
sufficient information to allow candidates to understand what may be unfamiliar experiments. It was clear
from the answers from a minority of candidates that they were reproducing the details of ‘standard text
book’ experiments rather than answering the questions set.

Section A
The five multiple questions in questions 1, 2 and 3 were answered correctly by the majority of candidates.

Section B
The highest scoring candidates were not necessarily those who wrote the most words: bullet points are
acceptable. The space and mark total given for answers in section B is an indication of the length of answer
expected. Candidates should be reminded that they should not need to exceed the space provided, unless
their writing is unusually large. They should also be urged to include diagrams in their answers, whether or
not they are requested in the question.
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Comments on Individual Questions
Question 4
This question concerned a simple experiment: full marks could have been gained by describing the use
of a metre rule, ball and a hard surface and two measurements of heights. Many candidates described
experiments which were unnecessarily complex. Candidates who described experiments involving trolleys
did not gain any marks.

Examiner Comments
This response gains full marks. It includes a clear labelled diagram and a succinct description of the
experiment, including the treatment of the results.
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Question 5
In part (a) most candidates drew and labelled correct circuit diagrams using conventional symbols
and realised the need to include a power source. Some weaker candidates confused micrometers and
microammeters.

Examiner Tip
It is important to use a ruler when drawing circuit diagrams.

Examiner Comments

It is not necessary to draw a micrometer.
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Part (b) (i) only required candidates to say that the gradient would be used. For part (ii) the majority of
candidates understood that a graph allows a line of best fit to be drawn which will allow outliers to be
identified and results to be averaged.
In part (c) some candidates explained how a metre rule would be used rather than why.

Examiner Tip
Check whether the question is asking for an explanation of how or why an instrument should be used.

Examiner Comments
This candidate only scored one mark because there was no explanation of why a metre rule was a
suitable instrument. A reference to the length of the wire and measurement to the nearest mm was
expected for the second mark.
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Although part (d) was answered well by the majority of candidates, some missed the necessity to measure
diameter in order to calculate the area of the wire.

Examiner Comments
The candidate should have stated ‘diameter’ in part (i) and in part (ii) explained how to find the area
using the diameter and so only gained one mark rather than three.

.
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Question 6
Part (a) of this question was generally well done, although not all candidates indicated how the wires were
to be arranged: a sketch of the arrangements they had in mind would have helped to gain marks. For the
situation described it was length that was required in part (b). Candidates who had mentioned this in part
(a) were awarded the mark on this occasion but this is not always possible. In part (c) the word ‘safety’ was
sometimes overlooked and an accuracy precaution was described instead. Part (d) allowed candidates to
demonstrate their understanding of k.

Examiner Tip
The example below is a good clear answer but it is not necessary to repeat wording given in the
question.

Question 7
Many candidates gained high marks on this question: graphs and gradients were generally well tackled.
However, not all candidates used as a large a scale as possible nor drew a large triangle on their graph to
find the gradient.

Examiner Tip
Use as a large a scale as possible and show clearly how the gradient has been calculated.
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Examiner Comments
This is a good graph with a clear indication of how the graph has been used for part (d). However, the
candidate has lost a mark in part (c) as the horizontal scale of the graph could have been twice as big.
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Grade

Max. Mark

A

B

C

D

E

Uniform boundary mark

60

48

42

36

30

24

Raw boundary mark

40

29

25

21

17

14
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